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Tavish was the best boyfriend Kelsey ever had, but seven years ago he disappeared. She coped

with her heartbreak by finishing her doctorate in Celtic Artwork, and now her career is taking off.

Except Tavish keeps showing up at her job sites and butting into her business - all the while wearing

that stupid sexy kilt. But she's here to see the ruins, not Tavish. So she'll just have to show him

who's boss at this site. Because under these cliffs at Dunskey Castle it is rumored lies the ancient

palace of the kings of Alba. Gggrr. Why does he seem to know more about it than she does?
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After reading some of the glowing reviews, I have to wonder if there is a glitch in my Kindle, is this a

very young author, what gives? I was expecting a very cute fantasy story, granted, but it should

make sense for the characters and their identities This book is full of inane dribble and

inconsistencies. There are too many instances to quote but here are a couple: At first we are told

Tavish grew up completely immersed in the Medieval life via Renn Faires; then we are informed he

is a time traveler who has actually been to the "Old Time" and has lived and trained there . But yet



he does not know Druids have ceremonial robes or that Druids are Celtics? He disappears from

Kelsey's life for 7 years and yet he has been a nosy construction worker on every last one of

Kelsey's Scottish digs for 3 months and somehow this is her first dig? Now these two are past 25

yrs old and have worked at 3 sites but when they finally speak to each other they speak and act like

kids? They are going through a teetering tower house that is a few hundred years old and Kelsey

the professional Archaeologist wonders if it was a party house?? Later the same professional

Archaeologist and another professional (who also has a doctorate) get offered site trailers. Are they

concerned about it accommodating all the complex and sensitive equipment? No, they want built-in

expresso makers and specifically want a blue trailer? A Blue trailer- really? What ademeaning line to

attribute to full grown professional women. Come on, I like a good fantasy but I want well developed

characters, who speak and act like the characters they are supposed to be. I want well thought out

layers and transitions - not mystery characters vaguely referred to as "they".

What a fun read! I loved it as there was action, adventure, history, suspense, humor, and some

romance all thrown in! Kelsey and Tavish are reunited after a seven year separation while on the

same job... and there is more than meets the eye.What made this a great read for an escape? The

worlds of both medieval and modern day Scotland were richly created that you felt you were there.

The characters were well developed so you hoped that everything would go well for them! Kelsey

seems to grow and mature from her experiences... and Tavish, too, grows enough to develop

insight and a keener understanding of his friend. There were mysteries to solve and relics to find!

The time travel was an interesting way to weave in the mysteries and discoveries that are linked in

both time periods.The author did a nice job of weaving all the threads of this story together. The

story just flowed... and you felt the fear, excitement, etc right along with the different characters. She

definitely kept the story going smoothly with suspense, action, mystery, humor, and even romance.

Oh, and throw in a sneaky Druid for good measure!I was given an ARC, and I am pleased to share

this review. I enjoyed this story so much that I ended up grabbing a few more books by this author -

and pre-ordering the next in the series! If you enjoy a story that has a little bit of everything, then you

will love this, too! Enjoy the adventure!

WOW! If you love romance and you love time travel stories then this is the story for you! If you kilts

and man in kilts and especially alpha men in kilts then this is definitely the book for you!This story

has it all...a hot alpha man (Tavish) and a strong, smart woman (Kelsey), intrigue, castles, suspense

and most assuredly love. I have read time travel stories before but this has a new twist to it that had



me from page one! There are secrets and mysteries and old friends renewing their bond and

restoring their feelings for each other.I couldn't/wouldn't put it down until I had read the last page

and then I wanted to read it all over again, Jane has a talent to keep you focused and engaged in

the story and the story takes you away in it well-developed, character driven pages to another time

and place that sweeps you up and doesn't let you go.I can't wait to read Seumas, the next in the

series...I'm sure it will whisk me away just as Tavish did and I'm ready!!!

Tavish and Kelsey met as very young teenagers and spent their summers together as his parents

owned the Renaissance Fair that Kelsey fell in love with. But they texted and called each other

during the school year. As she began her studies in college, Tavish communicated with her less and

less and then stopped altogether. But Kelsey continued on getting her doctorate in Celtic Studies

from the Scottish Celtic University. And guess who showed up on her first dig? -Tavish! Sometime

he was his old fun loving self but sometimes he was defensive and said he could not tell her why he

dropped out of her life. As they were returning from an exploration of the tunnels down to the sea,

they hear voices. Tavish says 'they' are after him and grabs her up and the walls start turning. When

she recovers from her dizziness she discovers she has landed in the 15th century. What an

adventure she and Tavish have in the old times in the castle built on top of an even older Alba

Castle carved from the stone itself!! A great read!

I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book. Enjoyed reading this book filled with

mystery, intrigue and love between time. Kelsey is heartbroken that Tavish ghost her for seven

years. Now she has to work with him on her new job. Tavish has a secret that have kept them apart.

Once the secret is revealed they are able to work together and trust in their love and future. The

book started a little slow but pick up. Recommended read

I have read a lot of books and I have to say this book is so simply written and juvenile. There is very

little character development and no history. It was boring. I was able to speed-read it and skips over

entire paragraphs and still get the gist of the story.

Very choppy style of writing. A lot of unnecessary description. 3 thoughts in one too long paragraph.

I forced myself to read to the end. There were times I wasn't sure what thought the author was

trying to get across. Ick.
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